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SU44ARY
The Space Fabrication Demonstration System (SFDS) program concluded
three milestones during this third quarter year. Two were the success-
ful completions of Incremental Critical Design Reviews (ICDRs) held on
September 29, 1977 and October 26, 1977 and the third was a program
review held on October 25, 1977, see enclosure (1). This report,
supplemented by our previous monthly progress letters, references (a)
and (b), constitutes our third quarterly report.
At the conclusion of the above ICDRs we had received concurrence
to proceed with the fabrication of the following SFDS subsystems:
o September 29, 1977 - Fabrication facility support structure
- Control








During the next monthly reporting period, we anticipate success-
ful completion of the third and last ICDR for the cross brace magazine/
dispenser subsystem and the rolling mill supply reel, guide and drive.
Currently, this is scheduled to be held on December 14, 1977 with the
location still to be determined.
The weekly telcon review continues to provide an excellent informa-
tion base for problem resolution as they occur. These and the periodic
meetings of NASA-MSFC and Grumman program personnel have assisted in
keeping the program progressing smoothly.
No major problems are anticipated at this time which would prevent
us from meeting our next major milestone, gssembly of the SFDS by the
end of February, 1978.
DISCUSSION
WBS 1.1 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
Continued detailed review of tasks commit'ed versus task completion
has kept the SFDS program essentially on schedule. Our progress, in
percent completion, where applicable, is shown in Figure 1 SFDS Master
Program Schedule.
WBS 1.2 DESIGN and DEVELOPMENT
1.2.1 Structural Member Development
No furtl:^r analysis effort is being conducted in this area at
present. The test of the structural test truss has been delayed by
the late receipt of the rolling mills and is being rescheduled for early
next year. This delay will not impact our next major milestone, assembly
of the fabrication facility.
1.2.2 Fabrication Facility Design
Enclosure (2) provides data associated with the status of the
design of the beam builder (fabrication facility). Our effort during
the next reporting period is directed toward completing the detail
design for the cross brace magazine and dispensing subsystem and the





WAS 1.3 FABRICATION and ASSEMBLY
1.3.1 Detailed Parts
The difficulties associated with the roll forming tooling report in
reference (b) has been partially resolved at this time. It is anticipated
that full resolution will be completed within the next reporting period.
The delay in the delivery of the rolling mills while impacting our
schedule will not prevent us from meeting the next major milestone,
completion of the assembly of the beam builder by the end of February,
1978.
Detailed parts fabrication for other long lead purchased parts
continues at various vendors. No problems have been encountered that
will effect on-time delivery of components needed to complete the various
beam builder subsystems.
Fabrication of detailed parts at Grumman is discussed in enclosure (2).
1.3.2 Assembly
Assembly of the beam builder has been waiting for the delivery and
assembly of detailed parts and components into the various subsystems.
It is anticipated that assembly will be initiated during the next report-
ing period.
WBS 1. 4 TEST
Acceptance testing of the Yoder rolling mills will take place
during the next reporting period.
The revised magazine/dispensing subsystem mcck-up was completed and
operationally tested during this reporting period. It has now become
the design to be incorporated in the beam builder. See enclosure (2)
for more detailed information.
No other development tests were conducted during this reporting
period.
WBS 1.5 FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION PLAN
We have initiated a comparison of the final design of the ground
demonstration beam builder with that of the preliminary design configura-
tion utilized in the preliminary Flight Demonstration Program Plan to
better define space flight capability of each subsystem incorporated in
the machine. We do anticipate receiving shortly NASA's questions and





The SFDS program has progressed satisfactorily during this third
quarter reporting period including successful conclusion of the do
ICDRs scheduled.
RECOMMENDATION
Continued close management surveillance of all SFDS program elements
by NASA/,MSFC and Grumman program management personnel with continued
telcon and face -to-face information interchange and program discussions.
Should you have any questions or comments with regard to the above,









































R. S. Mickey 1
D. A. Imgram 1
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QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT No. 3
1.2.2	 Fabrication Facility Design
The first and second Interum Critical Design Reviews (ICDR) have been
completed. The first ICOR was held 9/29/77 at MSFC Huntsville, Alabama
and covered the overall equipment support structure and the machine control
system. The drawings reviewed at the ICDR are listed in Table I. The
second ICDR was held on 10/26/77 at Grumman Aerospace, Bethpage, N.Y, and
covered the brace attachment mechanism, resistance spot weld process and
the truss cutoff mechanism. The drawings reviewed at this ICDR are listed
in Table II. The third and final ICOR is presently scheduled for 12/14/77
and will cover the brace storage magazine, the brace dispensing mechanism
and Yoder Roll supply reel, guide and drive.
Roll Forming
The roll forming equipment has been assembled and the tooling s undergoing
acceptance testing at the Yoder Co. in Cleveland, Ohio. (Figure 1) The detail
parts for the equipment support structure are i n the final phases of fabrication.
The three bulkhead weldments ROM 447-2063-1, - , ^J65-1 and 2067-1 Fig. 2 have been
welded, ztress relieved and are being final machined. The three box beam weld-
ments RDM447-2082-1 Fig. 3 are complete and awaiting delivery of Yoder rolling
mills to be mounted on them. The internal support structure ROM 447-2076-1 Fig.
d his been welded, stress relieved and is being final machined. The base frame
and all brackets Fig. 5 are complete and ready for assembly operations.
Welding and Clamp Mechanism
The orate attachment design was changed from an earlier concept of eight
spot welds per joint to six welds per ,joint. The integrity of the six spot
weld join was tested Fig. 6 and the results in Table III indicated that the
six weld joint was satisfactory. The design of the weld mechanism was modified
from an eight weld system to a six weld system to achiev^ the following overall
system benefits
o increase weld electrode life
o reduced weld power requirements
o simplified brace attachment mechanism
The electrode weld life was improved ty a factor of two because previously four
electrodes were located in the weld clamp block assembly and were used two times
at two different positions to achieve an eight weld joint configuration. The
modified design has six electrodes located in the weld block assembly and they
are used only once to provide the necessary six weld per joint configuration.
The additi^nal motion, stops and feedback data for a two position per joint
weld syste7 has been eliminated by going to the one stop six weld ,joint
simplifying the overall weld mechanism. The weld power requirments were reduced
by 25% in reducing th_ number of spot welds per joint from eight to six. :xtails
for the brace attachment -echanism are being fabricated. Figure 7
shows some of these details prior to final machining.
Static and fatigue characteristics of spot welded 20241*3 aluminum joints
was evaluated as discussed in Appendix "A".
i
Brace Maaazine and DisDensina Mechanism
As a result of the August Quarterly Program Review the brace dispensing
mechanism has been redesigned to improve reloading of brace members and re-
placement of entire unit as a separate module. A preliminary design for both
the vertical and diagonal braces is shown in Figure 10. The unit uses a
rotating Helix as the brace selector device. The Helix separates one brace
member from the stack stored in the magazine. A separate handling carriage
Figure II then grips the selected brace member and is used to move the braces
12 13/16 inches from the magazine to the position for welding on the cap
member. The entire magazine unit is designed as a module to be readily removed
from the machine. A series of hinge points on each of the magazines Fig. 12
will be used to provide easy re-loading directly on the machine. A mock-up
Fig. 13 of the brace magazine and helix dispenser has been built and was
successfully demonstrated as part of an October program review.
Truss Cutoff
The truss cutoff mechanism Fig. 14 is a screw driven guillotine double
shear device with the lower die section retractable to clear the brace members
when the truss section is in.motion. The shear blade is .170 inches thick and
will remove .170 inches of material from the truss during the shear operation.
The excess material is captured in a cavity of the lower die. A mockup of the
cutoff approach Fig. 15 has been made and evaluated. The principal advantages
of the approach are the lack of Extraneous particles end clean cut achieved by
using the double shear cutting action. The double shear action also means no
transverse motion of the overall truss assembly must be made to obtain the
sheariny action.
Controls
All major actuator motors have been selected. Table IV shows each sub-
systems' motor and gear reduction if applicable. Speed torque requirements
versus speed-torque obtainable from each motor is also shown. The moto.•
designations and location, are shown on the Motor Cross Reference in Appendix B.
Appendix B also shows the 'limit switch designation/location and the confidence
signals which are derived from these switches. The individual bit assignments
to the computer have been made for both the motor and confidence feedback
signals. These are shown in Appendix B along with the device codes for each of
the I/O ports. The motor control circuits will consist of electromechanical
relays to perform the direction control and on/off function.
The preliminary layout of the operator control panel is shown it, Figure 16.
In the manual mode the operator can drive the 3 rolling mills synchronously, and
can perform a manual shear or assembly cycle. In the automatic mode the operator
can select the continuous operation with the "start" switch or singl- task control
using the "single cycle" swatch. The "Initialize" push button is used to tell
the controller to perform the special functions required when starting a new beam.
The coding for the task controller mayor modules used for the assembly
subsystem is complete. Figure 17 shows the general flow of events in this task
controller. At the time a task is to be implemented it is placed into a task
queue along with any other tasks which are to be made active at the same time.
The task activator routine continually sweeps through this queue and makes the
tasks active. That is, the task activator turns on or off the discrete output
signals called for by the particular task that is being swept out of the task que.
Examples of tasks are:
z•z
o Turn on motor to close top vertical scissor
o Turn on motor to drive right diagonal carriage up
The tasks made active are taken out of the task que and placed in the
"ACTIVE TASK" table. This table is constantly being serviced by the task
completion monitor which looks at the confidence input signals and sees if
they satisfy the completion requirements for the task. When they do, the
completion c.:ntrol' routine will turn off or on the discrete outputs called
for by t^,e task. This task then waits in a wait que until any interlocking
tasks are also complete. When all interlocking tasks are together in the
wait que they signal the "Task Selector" routine to fetch the task from the
task resident table that is pointed to by the completing tasks. The task
selector then takes the tasks from the task resident table, along with any
parallel tasks from the resident table, and places these tasks into the task
que. The completed tasks in the wait que are then destroyed.
Major modules fc- :hP cap rolling system software are being integrated
to implement the basis co:t:----al algorithm described in earlier reports for
maintaining synchronized cap rolling. The primary difficulty in synchronized
rolling is due to random slippage in the rolling mills. This slippage has
been measured for the Yoder mill now at Grumman and is shown in Figure 18.
This data was the amount of material going into the rolling mill. Since there
are three mills, the magnitude of the problem is something like that shown in
Figure 19, which superimposes three similar curves with an arbitrary phase shift.
Since the control algorithm attempts to correct for slippage based on
encoder feedback and projections of continued slippage, there is always a
possibility of under or overshooting the final target. To correct for this
possibility,, the control algorithm is being modified to reduce the maximum
number of pulses that are loaded into the FIFO as a function of remaining dis-
tance to the target. This approach will reduce the final positioning error.
In order to determine how well the control algorithm might work, a computer
simulation of the machine was developed using the three superimposed slippage
curves as input to the program. The simulation indicates that the maximum
cap length variation during rolling is about 0.0418 inches (1.062 mm) indicated
as MAX-ERROR on the printout. At the end points, however, the cap length
variation is reduced to an insignificant amount (0.0005 in. = 0.0125 mm)
indicated as END-ERROR on the printout. The simulation was written in PL/1
and run on an IBM 360/67. The program listing, input file and sample output
is shown in Appendix C.
Assembly subsystem software major module assembly is in progress. Coded
source files have been transferred to a disc for assembly and preliminary
debugging.
Analysis of actuator requirements for the redesigned Electrode block cams
is complete with final control system redesign to be completed next month.
Preliminary analysis of redesigned magazine actuator requirements is underway.





f	 TABLE I ICDR #1 DRAWINGS
STRUCTURE
Drawing Number Title
RMD 447-1701 Sht. 2 Roll Die Configuration
ROM 447-2060 Sht. 1 Yoder Base P1ast
ROM 447-2061 Sht. 1 Yoder Mach. W/Base
ROM 447-2061 Sht. 2 Section Thru Mill
ROM 447-2063 Sht. 1 Bulkhd. #1 Weld b Mach
ROM 447-2065 Sht. 1 Bulkhd. #2 Weld b Mach
ROM 447-2067 Sht. 1 Bulkhead #3 Weld 8 Mach
RDM 447-2068 Sht. 1 Internal Struct. Brkt.
ROM 447-2069 Sht. 2 Int. Weld Block Sub-Ass'y.
ROM 447-2070 Sht. 1 Structural Sub-Ass'y.
RDM 447-2071 Sht. 1 Yoder Mill -Box Beam Ass 'y.
ROM 447-2072 Sht. 2 Bulkhd. #1 Bracketry
ROM 447-2072 Sht. 2 Bulkhd. #2 Bracketry
ROM 447-2072 Sht. 3 Bulkhd. #3 Bracketry
RDM 447-2073 Sht. 2 Int. Weld Blk Supp Det
ROM 447-2076 Sht. 1 Int. Struct Frame
ROM 447-2076 Sht. 2 Section at Bulkhd. #3
ROM 447-2076 Sht. 3 Section at Bulkhd. #2
ROM 447-2075 Sht. 4 Section at Bulkhd. #1
ROM 447-2077 Sht. 1 Base Frame
ROM 447-2062 Sht. 1 Box Beam Weldment
Sht. 2 Box Beam Machining
ROM 447-2083 Inst. Tool
RMD 447-2116 Brackets
ROM 447-2115 Drawing Tree







RDM 447-2001 Assembly Diagram
RDM 447-2002 System Cabling
RDM 447-2003 Interface Rack Utilization
RDM 447-2004 Control Panel Configuration
RDM 447-2005 Control System Functional Diagram
ROM 447-2006 Lamp Drivers
RDM 447-2010 Material Position Registers
RDM 447-2011 Voltage ControIled:Oscillator and.Linear
Ramp Generator
RMD 447-2012 Fifo Buffer and Control
RDM 447-2013 Isolators and Line Drivers
RDM 447-2014 Slot Sense Detectors
RDM 447-2015 Limit Switch Filter Network
RDM 447-2016 Motor Control Relay Junction Box Layout
RDM 447-2017 Motor Control Relay Junction Box Wiring
RDM 447-2018 Typical Motor, Solendid Control Circuits
ROM 447-2019 115VAC Power Supply Control
RDM 447-2020 Motor Power Supplies
RDM 447-2021 Emergency Stop Wiring
RDM 447-2022 Limit Switch Wiring
e- 's
TABLE II ICOR N2 Drawings
Weld Mechanism
Drawing No. Title
RDM 447-2051 Sht. 1 Vertical Clamp Mech
Sht. 2
RDM 447-2091 Sht. 1
Sht. 2 Scissor Mech (Vert Clamp)
Sht. 3
Sht. 4
RDM 447-2092 Sht. 1 Weld Block Assembly (Vert. Clamp)
Sht. 2
RDM 447-2093 Sht. 1 Scissor Mech Details (At°t Diag Clamp)
Sht. 2
RDM 447-2094 Sht. 1 Weld Support Block Assembly (For Aft
and Fwd. Diag Clamp)
Scissor Mech Details (Fwd Diag. Clamp)
Weld Block Assembly (For Fwd & Aft
Diag Clamp)
Aft Clamp Mech. Assembly
Fwd Cihamp Mech. Assembly
Upper Movable Die Details
Stationary Die Details
Lower Movable Die Details
Upper Movable Die Sub-Assy
Stationary Die Sub-Assy
Lower Movable Die Sub- Assy
Cut-Off Mechanism Assy
RDM 447-2095 Sht. 1
RDM 447-2096 Sht. 1
Sht. 2
RDM 447-2103 Sht. 1
Sht. 2
RDM 447-2104 Sht. 1
Sht. 2
Cut-Off
RDM 447-2121 Sht. 1
Sht. 2
RDM 447-2122 Sht. 1
RDM 447-2123 Sht. 1
Sht. 2
Sht. 3
RDM 447-2107 Sht. 1
RDM 447-2108 Sht. 1
RDM 447 2109 Sht. 1
RDM 447-2081 Sht. 1
Sht. 2
Z-d
Table III Weld Configuration Test










FUNCTION	 MOTOR QUANTITY	 TORQUE (IN. LBS.)	 SPEED (RPM
TYPE	 REQUIRED REQUIRED AVAILABLE REQUIRED A
Rolling Mill A 3 235 751 53.3 58.6
Drives
Vert./Horiz.
Magazine Banking, B 12 96 144 4 7.3
Selecting
Cherry Pickers
Rotate C 6 3 5 20 20
Translate D 6 1.3 2.3 312 290
Electrode Block
Clamp E 9 80 100 120 120
Scissors E 9 23 100 96 120




Manufacturer - Model No.
A	 Control Systems Research SM709
B	 Elinco - AS 281 180 :1 Gear
C	 Bodine - KCI-24734750
D	 Bodine - NCI-12R-#406
E	 PMI Motors - U9FG
z-e
FIGURE 1 - SFDS Yoder Roll Forming Mill
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FIGURE 3 - SFDS Box Beam Weldments
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FIGURE 7 - SFDS Clamp^Weld block Detail Parts
Z-15
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FIGURE 13 - SFDS Magazine/Dispenser Mockup
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f ,.A,	 REPLY REQUESTED... r]
FROM: R. Messler t Jr.	 AMPD	 A04/12	 2244 DATE 7 October 1977
	
NA"G	 GROUP NO , • HAMS	 P6A1VT NO, COMPANY	 SAT,
TO:	 J. Huber/R, Witt	 AMPD	 Ao4/12	 7363/2244 NO.p-AD-w-x.129
SUBJECT:	 Static and Fatigue Characteristics of S otwelded 2024-T
Aluminum Joints
As part of an effort to evaluate techniques for joining structural elem^ats
fabricatri it space to form a truss, resistance spot-wt1ded 2024-T3 alum-
inum alloy (0.016-inch thick) was tested for static and fatigue properties.
Test specimens, consisting of single lap shear points, were resistance
spot-welded to each of four configurations shown in Figure 1. Welding was
performed on a 100 kva welder using 300 lb. per spot electrode pressure.
Single spot direct welding using one cycle of heat was employed to simulate
the series resistance welding con ,,ept proposed for space fabrication.
Three samples of each configuration (Figure 1) were statically tested.
Results art shown in Figure 2.
Configuration "D" (four spots in-line) resulted in the highest total
(700 lbs.) and per spot (175 lbs.) shear load carrying capacity and was
therefore selected for fatigue testing. Twenty-six additional samples were
welded. Twelve specimens were tested in constant amplitude tension-fatigue
(R=0.05) in an unrestrained (free) manner and twelve restrained between
oiled Micarta to prevent end curling or lifting in the lap point area.
The three remaining specimens were statically tested to determine the shear
ultimate strength of the lot. Test results are tabuleted in Figure 3 and
plotted as an S-N curve in Figure 4.
Fatigue testing in the uni_; trained condition resulted in a predominant
failure mode consisting of spot pull-out, attributed to a tension component
induced by sample curling or lifting in the lap point area. Fatigue run-
out (endurance limit) occurred for loads below 10^ of the ultimate shear
load. Restraining the fatigue specimen in the lap joint area prevented
curling or lifting and resulted in a predominant failure mode consisting
of fatigue failure through the aluminum, initiating at one of the end
spot welds. Fatigue run-out occurred between 10 and 15% of the shear
ultimate load.
In conclusion, spot welds hich are representative of tho8L which would be
made in space (i.e. single spot direct welded) produced ultimate shear tension
strengths of 700 lbs. using four spots in-line. Fatigue run-out averages
10-15% of shear ultimate load which is within the range of values obtained
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----------------------------------------- - ------------------------- ---------------
Ultimate	 Failing
Spec.	 No. of	 Failing	 Load Per
No.	 Spots	 Load (lbs)	 Spot (lbs)	 Comment
A-1 1 170 170
A-2 1 150 150
A
-3 1 191 191
170 Avg. 170 Avg.
B-1 3 467 156 Considerable
B-2 3 4?9 159 Bending Extracted
B-3 3 473 158 Spots as ''Plugs"
473 Avg. 158 Avg.
C-1 4 (	 2	 ) 676 169 Slight
C-2 4 (Rows ) 652 163 Bending
C-3 4 (of 2 ) 685 171
b71 Avg. 168 Avg.
D-1 4 (	 4	 ) 715 179 Slight Banding
D-2 4 (Spots) 675 160 Selected for
D-^ 4 (	 in } 709 -	 177 Phase II
(Line )
700 Avg. 175 Avg.
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Max.	 Static	 Cycles	 Mode
Spec.	 Load	 Test	 to	 of
No.	 (lbs)	 Ultimate	 Failure	 Failure
UNRESTRAINED JOINT
1 350 55 6,000 Spot
2 210 33 106,000 Al
3 140 22 238,000
4 175 27.3 177,000
5 280 44 31,000 Spot
6 280 44 19,000
7 245 38.3 65,000
8 245 38.3 68,000 Al
9 227 35.8 100,000 Spot
10 227 35.8 100,000 to
11 140 22 255,000 Al
12 70 11 10,000,000 No Failure
12R 350 55 8,000 Spot
RESTRAINED JOINT
13 210 33 109,000 Al
14 140 22 483,000
15 140 22 235,000
16 315 49.3 38,000
17 315 49.3 27,000 Spot
18 210 33 106,000 Al
19 140 22 510,000
20 105 16.4 2,560,000
21 70 11 100000,000 No Failure
21R 245 38.3 63,000 Al
22 175 27.3 280,000 "
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M16 Right Diagonal Aft
M17 Right Diagonal Fwd
M18 Bottom Diagonal Aft
M19 Bottom Diagonal Fwd
M20 Len Diagonal Aft





M25 Right Diagonal Aft
M26 Right Diagonal Fwd
M27 Bottom Diagonal Aft
M28 Bottom Diagonal Fwd
M29 Left Diagonal Aft
M30 Left Diagonal Fvd
Cams
M31 Right Vertical Top
M32 Right vertical Bottom
M33 Bottom Vertical Right
M34 Bottom Vertical Left
M35 Left Vertical Top
M36 Left Vertical Bottom
M37 Right Diagonal Aft
M38 Right Diagonal 1?4rd
M39 Bottom Diagonal Aft
M40 Bottom Diagonal Fwd
M41 Left Diagonal Aft
M42 Left Diagonal fVd
Guillotines
*3 Top Guillotine Upper
M44 Top Guillotine Lover
M45 Right Guillotine Upper
M46 Right Guillotine Lower
M47 Left Guillotine Upper

















































1 SOL1, SOL 2, SOL 3, SOL 4 0 Retract
2 SOL 5, SOL 6, SOL 7, SOL 8 Retract
3 SOL 9, SOL 10, SOL 11, SOL 12 Retract
4 SOL 13, SOL 14, SOL 15, SOL 16 Retract
5 SOL17, SOL 18, SOL 19, SOL 20 Retract
6 SOL 21, SOL 22, SOL 23, 80L 24 Retract
7 SOL 25, SOL 26 Extend
$ SOL 27, SOL 28 Extend
9 SOL 29, SOL 30 Extend
10 SOL 31, SOL 32 Extend
11 SOL 33, SOL 34 Extend
12 SOL 35, SOL 36 Extend
13 SOL 37 Release
1 SOL 38 Release
15 SOL 39 Release
16 SOL 40 Release
17 SOL 41 Release
18 SOL 42 Release
19 SOL 43 Release
20 SOL 44 Release
21 SOL 45 Release
22 SOL 46 Release
23 SOL 47 Release




SOL 1 Right Vert A
SOL 2 Right Vert B
SOL3 Right Vert C
SOL 4 Right Vert D
SOL 5 Bottom Vert A
SOL 6 Bottom Vert 8
SOL 7 Bottom Vert C
SOL 8 Bottom Vert D
SOL 9 Left Vert A
SOL 10 Left Vert B
SOL 11 Left Vert C
SOL 12 Left Vert D
Diag Magazines
SOL 13 Right Diagonal A
SOL 14 Right Diagonal B
SOL 15 Right Diagonal C
SOL 16 Right Diagonal D
SOL 17 Bottom Liagonal A
SOL 18 Bottom Diagonal B
SOL 19 Bottom Diagonal C
SOL 20 Bottom Diagonal D
SOL 21 Left Diagonal A
SOL 22 Left Diagonal B
SOL 23 Left Diagonal C
SOL 24 Left Diagonal D
Vert Carriage
SOL 25 Right Vert A
SOL 26 Right Vert B
SOL 27 Bottom Vert A
SOL 28 Bottom Vert B
SOL 29	 Left Vert A
SOL 30	 Left Vert B
Diagonal Carriage
SOL 31	 Right Diagonal A
SOL 32	 Right Diagonal. B
SOL 33	 Bottom Diagonal A
SOL 34	 Bottom Diagonal B
'	 SOL 35	 Left Diagonal A





SOL 37 Right Vert Tap
SOL 38 Right Vert Bottom
SOL 39 Bottom Vert Right
SOL 40 Bottom Vert Left
SOL 41 Left Vert Top
SOL 42 Left Vert Bottom
SOL 43 Right Diagonal Aft
SOL 44 Right Diagonal Fvd
SOL 45 Bottom Diagonal Aft
SOL 46 Bottom Diagonal Fwd
SOL 47 Left Diagonal Aft







ul Right Vert Home
IM Bottom Vert Home
LS3 Left Vert Home
LS4 Right Solenoid A Retract
L85 Right Solenoid B Retract
LS6 Right Solenoid C Retract
IS7 Right Solenoid D Retract
IS8 Bottom Solenoid A Retract
LS9 Bottom Solenoid B Retract
LS10 Bottom Solenoic C Retract
LS11 Bottom Solenoid D Retract
LS12 Left Solenoid A Retract
IS13 Left Solenoid B Retract
IS14 Left Solenoid C Retract
LS15 Left Solenoid D Retract
Diagonal Magazines
LS16 Right Diagonal Hoene
LS17 Bottom Diagonal Home
LS18 Left Diagonal Home
LS19 Right Solenoid A Retract
LS20 Right Solenoid B Retract
LS21 Right Solenoid C Retract
LS22 Right Solenoid D Retract
LS23 Bottom Solenoid A Retract
LS24 Bottom Solenoid B Retract
LS25 Bottom Solenoid C Retract
IS26 Bottom Solenoid D Retract
IS27 Left Solenoid A Retract
LS28 Left Solenoid B Retract
IS29 Left Solenoid C Retract
LS30 Left Solenoid C Retract
Vertical` isge
!s31 Right Vertical Home
LS32 Right Vertical Extend
LS33 Bottom Vertical Hoene
LS34 Bottom Vertical Extend
LS35 Left Vertical Home
X36 Lett Vertical Extend
Z-36
E	 ..
P06ITI(M Ma== (coat Id)
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Vertical Carrisae
IS37 Right Solenoid A Extend
5638 Right Solenoid B Extend
X39 Bottom Solenoid A Extend
IS40 Bottom Solenoid B Extend
L841 Left Solenoid A Extend
1842 Left Solenoid B Extend
Diagonal Carri^ awe
w43 Right Diag Rome
Is44 Right Wag Extend
L845 Bottom Diag Rome
I846 Bottom Diag extend
L647 Left Diag Home
LB48 Lett Diag Extend
LS49 Right Solenoid A Extend
LS50 Right Solenoid B Extend
LS51 Bottom Solenoid A Extend
LS52 Bottom Solenoid B Extend
LS53 Left Solenoid A Extend
LS54 Left Solenoid B Extend
Electrode Ftocx Clamor Device Translate
LS55 Tgyp Vertical Race
LS56 Top Vertical Extend
LS57 Right Vertical Home
LS58 Right Vertical Extend
IZ59 Left Vertical Home
LS60 Left Vertical Extend
L:61 Right Diagonal Aft
LS62 Right Diagonal Aft Extend
Ls63 Right Diagonal PIrd Rome
LS64 Right Diagonal Ptid Extend
LS65 Bottom Diagonal Aft How
LS66 Bottom Diagonal Aft Extend
IS67 Bottom Diagonal Fwd Home




Electrode Block Clamp Device Translate
L.969 Left Diagonal Aft Some
L870 Left Diagonal Aft Extend
L871 Left Diagonal. FVd Home
L872 Left Diagonal Fwd Extend
Scissors
L973 Zbp Vertical Home
L874 Zbp Vertical Contact
LS75 Right Vertical Home
IBT6 Right Vertical Contact
LST7 Left Vertical Home
L878 Left Vertical Contact
LS79 Right Diagonal Aft Home
LS80 Right Diagonal Aft Contact
L981, Right Diagonal Fwd Home
L382 Right Diagonal P1+d Contact
LS83 Bottom Disgonal Aft Home
LS& Bottom Diagonal Aft Contact
L985 Bottom Diagonal P Iwd Home
LS86 Bottom Diagonal Fwd Contact
IB87 Left Diagonal Aft Home
LS88 Left Diagonal Aft Contact
LS89 Left Diagonal Fwd Home
IB90 Left Diagonal PW Contact
Cass
LS91 Right Vertical Top Hoene
LS92 Right Vertical Zbp Position A + B + C
LS93 Right Vertical Bottom Home
LS94 Right Vertical Bottom Ibsitim A + B + C
IS95 Bottom Vertical Right Home
LS96 Bottom Vertical Right Position A + B + C
LS97 Bottom Vertical Left Home








L8101	 Left Vertical Bottom Home
LS102	 Left Vertical Bottom Position A + B + C
IB103	 Right Diagonal Aft Home
18104	 Right Diagonal Aft Position A + B + C
LS105 Right Diagonal FVd Home
IZ106 Right Diagonal Fvd Position A + B + C
L3107 Bottom Diagonal Aft How'
LB108 Bottom Diagonal Aft Position A + s + C
LS109 Bottom Diagonal Fvd Home
MUG Bottom Diagonal PVd Position A + B + C
Will Left Diagonal Aft Home
L81I Left Diagonal Aft Position A + B + C
LS113	 Left Diagonal PVd Home
W114	 heft Diagonal Fwd Position A + B + C
Cam Solenoid
T.S115	 Right Vertical Top in Poe.
LS116	 Right Vertical Bottom in Poo.
LS117
	 Bottom Vertical Right in Pos.
LS118
	 Bottom Vertical Left in Poe.
LS119	 Left Vertical Top in Poe.
LS120	 Left Vertical Bottom in Poe.
LS121	 Right Diagonal Aft in Poo.
LS122	 Right Diagonal Fvd in Poo.
LS123	 Bottom Diagcnal Aft in Poo.
LS124	 Bottom Diagonal Fvd in Poo.
LS125	 Left Diagonal Aft in Pof.
LS126
	 Deft Diagonal Fvd in Poe.
Guillotine
LS127	 Top Guillotine Upper Howe
LS128	 Top Guillotine Cut Done
IS129	 Top Guillotine Lower Name
LS130	 Top Guillotine Lower Extended
LS131 Right Guillotine Upper Home
1S132 Right Guillotine Cut Doge
LS133 Right Guillotine Lower Home
LS134 Right Guillotine Lower Extended
LS135 Left Guillotine Upper Home
LS136 Left Guillotine Cut Done
IZ137 Left Guillotine Lower Home





LS139 Top Vertical Pre Position
ISi40 Right Vertical Pre Position
IS14i Left Vertical Pre Position
IS142 Right Diagonal Aft Pre Position
m43 Right Diagonal Fwd Pre Position
TM44 Bottom Diagonal Aft Pre Position
IM45 Bottom Diagonal rwd Pre Position
U146 Left Diagonal Aft Pre Position




SIGNAL NO. FUNCTION SWITCHES
Vertical Magazines
S-1 Right Vertical Home LS1
S-2 Bottom Vertical Home LS2
S-3 Left Vertical Howe LS3
S-4 Right Vertical Solenoids Retract L84.LSS.LS6. LS7
S-5 Bottom Vertical Solenoids Retract LS8.L89.LS10.wu
S-6 Left Vertical Solenoids Retract LS12-LS13-LS14-L,1.5
Diagonal Magazines
S-7 Right Diagonal Home LS16
s-8 Bottom Diagonal Home LS17
S-9 Left Diagonal Home LS18
S-10 Right Diagonal Solenoids Retract LS19.LS20.LS21.LS22
S-11 Bottom Diagonal Solenoids Retract LS23.LS2Y.LS25-Ls26
S-12 Left Diagonal Solenoids Retract LS27.LS28.LS29.LS30
Verti--al Carriage
S-13 night Vertical In Position LS31 + IS32
S-14 Bottom Vertical In Position W33 + LS34
5-15 Left Vertical In Position LS35 + LS36
S-16 Right Vertical Solenoids Extend Ls37.LS38
S-17 Bottom Vertical Solenoidb Extend LS39.Ls40
S-18 Left Vertical Solenoids Extend Ls41.Ls42
Diagonal Carriage
S-19 Right. Diagonal In Position LS43 + LS44
S-20 Bottom Diagonal In Position IS45 + LS46
S-21 Left Diagonal In Position LS47 + LS48
S-22 Right Diagonal Solenoids Extend Ls49. LS50
S-23 Pbttom Diagonal Solenoids Extend LS51.LS52
S-24 Left Diagonal Solenoids Extend !Z53•LS54
Electrode Block Clamp Devices
S-25 ibp Vertical In Position LS55 + LS56
S-26 Right Vertical In Position LS57 + LS58
S-27 Left Vertical In Position LS59 + LS60
:-28 Right Diagonal Aft In Position LS61 + LS62
S-29 Right Diagonal Fwd In Position LS63 + LS64
S-30 Bottom Diagonal Aft In Position Ls65 + LS66
S-31 Bottom Diagonal Fwd In Position LS6r + Ls68
S-32 Left Diagonal Aft In Position Ls69 + 1:-,7,)
S-33 Left Diagonal Aft In Position LS71 + LS72
z-41
4..





Top Vertical In Position
S-35
	
Right Vertical In Position
S-36
	
Left Vertical In Position
S-37
	
Right Diagonal Aft In Position
S-38
	
Right Diagonal Fwd In Position
S-39
	
Bottom Diagonal Aft In Position
s-4o
	
Bottom Diagonal Fwd In Position
S-41
	
Left Diagonal Aft In Position
s-42
	
Left Diagonal Fwd In Position
s-43	 Right Vertical Thp Rome
s-44
	
Right Vertical Top In Position
s-45
	
Right Vertical Bottom Home
s-46
	
Right Vertical Bottom In Position
s-47
	
Bottom Vertical Right Home
s-48
	
Bottom Vertical Right In Position
S-49	 Bottom Vertical Left Home
S-5o
	
Bottom Vertical Left In Position
S-51	 Left Vertical Top Home
S- 52
	
Left Vertical Top In Position
S-53	 Left Vertical Bottom Home
3-54
	
Left Vertical Bottom In Position
S-55 Right Diagonal Aft Home
S-5E Right Diagonal Aft In Position
S-57 Right Diagonal Fwd Home
S-58 Right Diagonal Fwd In Position
S-59 Bottom Diagonal &'t Home
5-60 Bottom Diagonal Aft In Position
S-()l	 Bottom Diagonal Fwd Home
S-tom	 Bottom Diagonal Fwd In Position
Left Diagonal Aft Home
S-b4	 Left Diagonal Aft In Position
S	 Left Diagonal Fwd Fome
S-()U	 Left Diagonal Fwd In Position
Cam Solenoids
:-r7	 Right Vertical Top In Position
S-us	 Right Vertical Bottom In Position
S-6t)	 Bottom Vertical Right In Position









































BIGNAL 10.	 F=TION	 eS
Cam Solenoids
5-71 LeftVertical Top	 In Position LS119
5-72 Left Vertical Bottom	 In Position LS12O
S-73 Right Diagonal Aft 	 In Position LS121
5-74 Right Diagonal Fwd	 In Position L$122
5-75 Bottom Diagonal Aft	 In Position LS123
5-76 Bottom Diagonal Fwd	 In Position LS124
S-?7 Left Diagonal Aft	 In Position LS125
5-78 Left Diagonal Fwd	 In Position LS126
Guillotine
8-79 Trop Guillotine Upper Home L6127
5-80 Tbp Guillotine Cut Done L8128
5-81 Top Guillotine Lower In Position LS129 + L8130
S-82 Right Guillotine Upper Home LS131
5-83 Right Guillotine Cut Done LS132
S-84 Right Guillotine Lower In Position W133 + LS134
S-85 Left Guillotine Upper Home 1S135
5-86 Left Guillotine Cut Done LS136
5-87 Left Guillotine Lower In Position L3137 + LS138
Scissors
S-i38 Top Vertical Pre Position LS13Q
S-89 Right Vertical Pre Position iai40
5-90 Left Vertical Pre Position LS141
S-91 Right Diagonal Aft Pre Position LS142
S-92 Right Diagonal Nd Per Position LS143
S-93 Bottom Diagonal Aft Per Position LS144
5-94 Bottom Diagonal Fwd Per Position LS145
5-95 Left Diagonal Aft Per Position LS146
S-96 Left Diagonal Fwd Per Position W147
-43
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M1705 CARD &A - Load CoMand IOT 6363
ffiT MOTOR COWMOL PVNCTION
0 M37 1/0 - Off/ew Cam Right Diag Aft
1 M37 1/0 - Off/ccw Cam Right Diag Aft
2 N38 1/0 - Off/ow Cam Right Diag PVd
3 M38 1/0 - Off/ccw Cam Right Diag PVd
4 M39 1/0 - Off/ew Cam Bottom Diag Aft
5 M39 1/0 - Off/ccw Cam Bottom Diag Aft
6 N40 1/0 - Off/cw Cam Bottom Diag NVd
7 Moo 1/0 - Off/ccw Cam Bottom Diag M
8 N41 1/0 - Off/ew Cam Left Diag Aft
1%0 	 - off%w10 N42 Cam Left Dig FVd
11 *2 1/0 - Off/ccw Cam Left Diag PVd
M1705 CARD 04B - Load Command IOT 6373
HIT MOTOR CONTROL FUNCTION
0 M43 1/0 - Off/Up Guillotine Top Upper
1 143 1/0 - Off/Dn Guillotine Top Upper
2 M44 1/0 - Off /up Guillotine Top Lover
3 *4 1/0 - Off/Da Guillotine Top Lower
4 *5 1/0 - Off/Up Guillotine Right Upper
5 M45 1/0 - Off/Ba Guillotine Right Upper
6 M46 1/0 - Off/Up Guillotine Right Lower
7 M46 1/0 - Off/Da Guillotine Right Laver
8 M47 1/0 - Off/Up Guillotine Left Upper
9 M47 1/0 - Off/Dn Guillotine Left Upper
10 M48 1/0 - Off/Up Guillotine Left Lover
11 *8 1/0 - OffN Guillotine Left Lower
M1705 CARD #5A - Load Command IOT 6403
BIT SOLENOID CONTROL FUNCTICK
0 1,2,3,4 1/0 - Off/on Right Vertical Magazine
1 5,6,7,8 1/0 - Off/On Bottom Vertical Magazine
2 9,10,11,12 1/0 - Off/0n Left Vertical Magazine
3 13 14,15 ) 16 1/0 - off/on Right Diagonal Magazine
4 17,18,19,20 1/U - Off/on Bottom Diagonal Magazine
5 21,22,23,24 1/0 - Off/on Left Diagonal Magazine
6 25,26 1/0 - Off/on Right Vertical Carriage
7 27,28 1/0 - Off/.,-m Bottom Vertical Carriage
8 29,30 1/0 - Off/On Left Vertical Carriage
9 31,32 1/0 - Off/on Right Diagonal Carriage
10 33,34 1/0 - Off/On Bottom Diagonal Carriage
-11 35,36 1/0 - Off/On Left Diagonal Carriage
z- 44
M1705 CARD #5B - Load C ommand 6413
BST SOLENOID CONMOL
1/0 - Off/on1 38
/On3 40 1/0 - Off
4 41
5 42 1/0 - Off/On
7 44 1/0 - Off/On
8 45 on
1^0 -	 /On9 46 OOff
10 47 1/0 - Off/On
11 48 1/0 - Off/On
PMCTIOA
Right Vertical Top Cam
Right Vertical Bottom Cam
Bottom Vertical Right Cam
Bottom Vertical Left Cam
Left Vertical Top Cam
Left Vertical Bottom Cam
Right Diagonal Aft Cam
Right Diagonal Fwd Cam
Bottom Diagonal Aft Cam
Bottom Diagonal Pttd Cam
Left Diagonal Aft Cam
Left Diagonal Fwd Cam
Z- 45
ML705 CARD PIA - Load Command IOT 6303
BIT MOTOR CONTROL AWTIOIR
0 NI 1/0 - Off/On Right Vertical Magazine
l	 1 K? 1/0 - Off/On Bottom Vertical Magazine
2 M3 1/0 - Off/On Left Vertical Magazine
;; M7 1/0 - Off ft Right Vertical Carriage
4 Mr 1/0 - Off/nn Right Vertical Carriage
5 MB 1/0 - Off/L Bottom Vertical Carriage
6 M8 1/0 - Off/Dn Bottom Vertical Carriage
M9 1/0 - Off /Up Left Vertical Carriage




Na705 CARD #1B - Load Command IOT 6313
ffiT MO2UR CONTROL FUNCTION
0 M4 1/0 - Off/On Right Diagonal Magazine
1 M5 1/0 - Off/On Bottom Diagonal Magazine
2 M5 1/0 - Off/On Left Diagonal Magazine
3 NIO 1/0 - Off/Up Right Diagonal Carriage
4 M10 1/0 - Off/Dn Right Diagonal Carriage
5 MLl 1/0 - Off /up Bottom Diagonal Carriage
6 M11 1/0 - Off/Dn Bottom Diagonal Carriage
7 M32 1/0 - Off&P Left Diagonal Carriage




M17O5 CARD #2A - Load Command IOT 6323
BIT MOTOR CONTROL FUNCTION
0 M13 1/0 - Off/Up EBCD Top Vertical
1 M13 1/0 - Off/Dn EBCD Top Vertical
2 M14 1/0 - Off/Up EBCD Right Vertical
3 M14 1/0 - Off/Dn EBCD Right Vertical
4 M15 1/0 - Off/Up EBCD Left Vertical
5 M15 1/0 - Off/Dn EBCD Left Vertical
6 M22 1/0 - Off/Close Scissor Top Vertical
7 M22 1/0 - Off/Open Scissor Top Vertical
8 N23 1/0 - Off/Close Scissor Right Vertical
9 N23 1/0 - Off/Open Scissor Right Vertical
10 W4 1/0 - Off/Close Scissor Left Vertical
11 M24 1/0 - Off/Open Scissor Left Vertical
,Z- 4,
14705 CARD N - Load Commmnd IOT 6333
BIT MOTOR CMMOL YU CTION
0 M16 1/0- oft/vp EBCD Right Diag Aft
1 Nab 1/0- Oft/Dn EWE Right Diag Aft
2 K7 1/0 - off)* EBCD Right Diag Fwd
3 M17 1/0- Oft/Da EBCD1kight Diag Fwd
4 N18 1/0 - off/up EBCD Bottom Diag Aft
5 M18 1/0 - Offl* EBCD Bottom Diag Aft
6 M19 1/0 - off/Up EBCE Bottom Diag Fwd
7 M19 1/0 - Off/Dn EBLT Bottom Diag Fwd
8 N20 1/0 - Off/Up EBCD Left Diag Aft
10 wl 1/0 - Off/Up EPCD Lett Ding Fwd




Load Command IOT 6343
BIT MOTOR CONTROL FUNCTION
0 N25 1/0 - Oft/Close Scissor Right Diag Aft
1 N25 1/0 - Off/Open Scissor Right Diag Aft
2 N26 1/0 - Off/Close Scissor Right Diag Fwd
3 M26 1/0 - Off/Open Scissor Right Diag Fwd
4 N27 1/0 - Off/Close Scissor Bottom Diag Aft
5 N27 1/0 - Off/Open Scissor Bottom Diag Aft
6 M28 1/0 - Off/Close Scissor Bottom Diag Fwd
7 M28 1/0 - Off/Open Scissor Bottom Diag Fwd
8 M29 1/0 - Off/Close Scissor Left Diag Aft
9 N29 1/0 - Off/Open Scissor Left Diag Aft
10 M30 1/0 - Off/Close Scissor Left Diag Fwd
11 M30 1/0 - Off/Open Scissor Left Diag Fwd
11.765- CARD #3B - Load Command IOT 6353
BIT MOTOR	 CONTROL FUNCTION
0 M31 1/0 - Off/ow Cam Right Vert Top
1 M31 1/0 - Off/ccw Can Right Vert Top
2 M32 1/0 - Off/cw Cam Right Vert Bottom
3 M32 1/0 - Off/ccw Cam Right Vert Bottom
4 M33 1/0 - Off/cw Cam Bottom Vert Right
5 M33 1/0 - Off/ccw Cam Bottom Vert Right
6 M34 1/0 - Off/cw Cam Bottom Vert Left
7 M34 1/0 - Off/ccw Cam Bottom Vert Left
8 M35 1/0 - Off f cw Cam Left Vert Top
9 M35 1/0 - Otf1cc1a Cam Left Vert Tap
10 M36 1/0 - Off cw Cam Left Vert Bottom




	 - Read Command IOT 6560
SIT S# FUNCTION
0 1 Right Vert Magazine Home
1 2 Bottom Vert Magazine Home
2 3 Lett Vert Magazine Home
3 4 Right Vert Magazine Solenoid Retract
4 5 Bottom Vert Magazine Solenoid Retract
5 6 Lett Vert Magazine Solenoid Retract
6 13 Right Vert Carriage in Position
7 14 Bottom Vert Carriage in Position
8 15 Left Vert Carriage in Position
9 16 Right Vert Carriage Solenoid Extend
10 17 Bottom Vert Carriage Solenoid Extend
11 18 Left Vert Carriage Solenoid Extend
FORTE CARD 2
Ka WORD fe - Read Cwmoand IOT 6561
BIT S# FUNCTION
0 7 Right Diag Magazine Home
1 8 Bottom Diag Magazine Home
2 9 Left Diag Magazine Home
3 10 Right Diag Magazine Solenoid Retract
4 11 Bottom Diag Magazine Solenoid Retract
5 12 Left Diag Magazine Solenoid Retract
6 19 Right Diag Carriage in Position
7 20 Bottom Diag Carriage in Position
8 21 Left Diag Carriage in Position
9 22 Right Diag Carriage Solenoid Extend
10 23 Bottom Diag Carriage Solenoid Extend
11 24 Lett Diag oarliage Solenoid Extend
FORTE CARD 2
MUX WORD	 - Read Command IOT 6562
HIT S
. # FUNCTION
0 25 EBCD Top Vert in Position
1 26 EBCD Right Vert in Position
2 27 EBCD Left Vert in Position
3 28 EBCD Right Diag Aft in Position
4 29 EBCD Right Diag Fwd in Position
5 30 EBCD Bottom Diag Aft in Position
6 31 EBCD Bottom Diag Fwd in Position
7 32 EBCD Left Diag Aft in Position






= WORD - Read C=Mnd I0T 6563
XT S. # FMCTZdN
0 34 Scissors Top Vert In Position
1 35 Scissors Right Vert in Position
2 36 Scissors Deft Vert in Position
3 37 Scissors Right Diag Aft in Position
4 38 Scissors Right Diag Fwd in Position
5 39 Scissors Bottom DIM Aft in Position
6 40 Scissors Button Diag Fwd in Position
7 41 Scissors Left Diag Aft in Position





KM VMD	 - Read Command IOT 656
BIT S# FUNCTION
0 43 Right Vert Top Cam Home
1 44 Right Vert Top Cam in Position
2 67 Right Vert Top Cam Solenoid in Position
3 45 Right Vert Bottom Cam Home
4 46 Right Vert Bottom CNZ In Position
5 68 Right Vert Bottom Cam Solenoid in Position
6 47 Bottom Vert Right Cam Home
7 48 Bottom Vert Right Cam in Position
8 69 Bottom Vert Right Cam
	 Solenoid in Position
9 49 Bottom Vert Left Cam Home
10 50 Bottm Vert Left Cam in Position
11 70 Bottom Vert Left Cam solenoid in Position
FORTE CARD 2
Kq WORD 46 - Read Command IOT 6565
HST S# FUNCTION
0 51 Left Vert Top Cam Home
1 52 Left Vert Tbp Cam in Position
2 71 Left Vert Top Cam Solenoid in Poo.
3 53 Left Vert Bottom Cam Home
4 54 Left Vert Bottom Cam in Position
5 72 Left Vert Bottom Cam Solenoid in position
6 55 Right Diag Aft Cam Home
7 56 Right Diag Aft Cam in Position.
8 73 Right Diag Aft Cam Solenoid in Position
9 57 Right Diag Fwd Cam Home
10 58 Right Diag Fud cam in Position





)= WORD fj - READ CM40D IOT 6566
SIT S# FMTXON
0 59 Bottom Diag Aft Cam Rome
1 60 Bottom Diag Aft Cam In Position
2 75 Bottom Ding Aft Cam Solenoid in Poo
3 61 Bottom Diag Fwd Casa Borne
4 62 Bottom Diag Fwd Cam In Position
5 76 Bottom Diag Fwd Cam Solxmoid in Pos
6 63 pert Diag Aft	 Cam Game
7 64 Left Diag Aft	 Cam Rome
8 77 Left Diag Aft	 Cam Solenoid iu Pos.
9 65 Left Diag Fwd	 Can Rome
10 66 Lett Diag FVd	 Cana In Position
11 78 Lett DiM 7Vd	 Cam Solenoid in Poo.
F'OCM CARD 2
MJX WORK	 - Read Command IOT 656T
ffiT S# FUNCTION
0 79 Top Ouillotine	 Upper Rome
1 9 Top Ouillotine	 Cut Done
2 81 Top Ouillotine	 Lover in Position
3 82 Right Ouillotine	 Upper Rome
4 83 Right Ouillotine	 Cut 'Done
5 84 Right Ouillotine	 Lower in Position
6 85 Lett Ouillotine Upper Rome
7 86 Left Guillotine Cut Done





MJX WCAD	 - Read Command l0T 6520
HIT S
. # FUNCTION
0 88 Scissor Top Vert Preposition
1 89 Scissor Right Vert Preposition
2 90 Scissor left Vert Preposition
3 91 Scossor Right Diag Preposition
4 92 Scissor Right Diag Preposition
5 93 Scossor	 Bottom Diag Preposition
6 94 Scissor Bottom Diag Preposition
`7 95 Scissor Left Diag Preposition
8 96 Scissor Left Diag Preposition
9
2-50
AeMNDIX G. - PlOGRAM • 1..t•.4' TINS
SERVOS PROCEDURE OPTIONS (MAIN)#
DCL EMCD(3) FIXED DECIMAL(9r4) INIT(OrOrO)0
DCL FIFO(392) FIXED DECIMAL (30) INIT((6)0)0
DCL NEW—F(3) FIXED DECIMAL(995)# -
DCL ERROR(3) FIXED DECINAL(9r3) INIT(0r0r0)0
DCL HH FIXED DECIMAL (94) INIT (19)0
DCL NPW FIXED DECIMAL (9r5) INYT (.00194)#
DCL TARGET FIXED DECIMAL(94) INI'r (59.0)0
DCL MAX—LD FIXED DECIMAL (30) INIT (192)0
DCL MERGE BINARY FIXED INIT (0)0
DCL END—ERROR FIXED DECIMAL (9r5) INIT (0)0
DCL MAX—ERROR FIXED DECINAL(9r5) INIT(0)0
DCL TEMP FIXED DECIMAI,(995) INIT(0)0
DCL END_POS(3) FIXED DECIMAL(9r4)0
DCL PRE—ER(3) FIXED DECIMAL(9r5)#
DCL REM(3) FIXED DECIMAL(9r4)1
DCL PULSE(3) FIXED D£CIMAL(9,1)0
DCL OUTPUT ( 3) FIXED DECIMALttpl)#
{	 DCL Tl FIXED DECIMAL(9r1)#
1	 DCL ER—PULSE ( 3) FIXED DECIMAL(4r1)0
!	 DCL NEW —COUNT ( 3) FIXED DECIMAL(4r0)l
11CL NEW —COUNTA ( 3) FIXED DECIMAL(490)0
DCL FIFOA(3r2) FIXED DECIMAL(3v0)0
START: /* START */
/* SIMULATE ENCODER READ • DETERMINATION OF NEW
SLIPPAGE FACTORS ( NEW—F) I COMPUTATION OF
ENCODER MEASURED CUMULATIVE DISTANCE (EMCD)
GET SKIP DATA (NEW—F)0
IF NEW—F(1) < .2 THEN DO#
CLOSE FILE(SYSIN)0
(	 OPEN FILE ( SYSIN)0
GG To START;
ENUi
DU N-1 TO 3;
EMCD ( N)=EMCD ( N)+(NPW )*( FIFO(Nrl))*(NEW-F(N))0
EN 1i:
F IFOA- : FIFO;
/* COMPUTE POSITION VARIATION OF EACH CAP SECTION
WITH RESPECT TO SLOWEST CAP SECTION
*i
fEMF^MiN(EMC1'(1)r EMCD(2)r EMCD(3))0




/* PkEDICf CAP POSITION WHEN FIFO IS EMPTY
DO N= i 10 30
END—POS(N)=EMCD(N)+NEW—F(N)*NPW*FIFO(Nr2)0
END 
/* PREIlIGT VARIATION OF EACH CAP SECTION W.R.T.
SLOWEST CAP WHEN FIFO IS EMPTY
11 MV i1IN(E.ND..F'1I:i(1 ) ► END—POS(2) PEND_F'05(3)) s
I'O N- 1 10 3 i	 Z"5t
0.- Or.	 CAIN "r%C'/ kr%-rrmr,
END 
/* CALCULATE THE REMAINING PREDICTED DISTANCE TO
MOVE WHEN FIFO 15 EMPTY
00 Na i TO 30
REM(N)eTARGET-END-POS(N)i








/*CALCULATE THE TOTAL. REMAINING PULSES TO BE
SENT OUT TO EACH MOTOR
*J
DO Na l TO 30
PULSE(N)nREM(N)/(NEW-F(N)*NPW)l
END 
/* COMPUTE PULSES TO BE SENT OUT AT NEXT LOAD OF
FIFO WITH NO SLIPPAGE
T1= MAX(PULSE(1)PPULSE(2)rPULSE(3))S
IF TJ>MAX_LD THEN




/* CUMPUrk.' P'ULSE'S hEQUIREU TO MAKE UP POSITION
VARIATION IN NEXT LOAD
ISO N= l TO 31
ER..PULSE(N)=PRE_ER:N)/(NPW)*(NEW_F(N))i
END;
/* CALCULATE THE NEW PULSE STREAM TO SEND OUT
DO N=1 TO 3;
NEW_COUNTA(N)=ROUND ((OUTPUT(N)-ER_PULSE(N))r0)S
IF NEW_COUNTA(N)<O TEEN NEW_COUNTA(N)-OS
EN11 i
/* RUNORMALIZE:
f 1 MIA x t ^ f'UL aE t i) -EK_PI:L3E (1)) • ^ PULSE (2) -rR_PULSE (2)) r
(PULSE (3) -F'k-..PULSE (3) 	 i
IF T I MAX_I_d THEN
11--=M;4X(NEW_.CUUNTA(1)rNEW_COUNTA(2)rNEW_COUNTA(3))i
n() N=l TO 3S












)	 IF REM(i)<NH REM(2)<HH REM(3)<HN THEN
out
PUT SKIP (2) DATA (NEW-F)i
PUT SKIP DATA (FIFOA(lrl)r7IFOA(2 ► 1) ►FIFOA(3r1))0











PUT SKIP DATA (FIFO(lrl)rFIFO(2r1)rFIFO(3r1))i















PUT SKIP DATA (MAK_ERROR)i







RENAME FILE (TEMPIN.PA) IF IT IS TO BE SAVED.
i
Z-53
F' FILE SYS1N off/ or j41)f /Q - /,OJ/o" T
AA=1 . E<B=30. LiD=59 .055 f F'F'=999.1-L== . O r F F =100 ► GG = . 004 + '3 A(i==U r HH= . 1 . MM =L';
NEW._F (1) _ 0.84400 NEW_F (2) = 0.8600 NEW_F (3) = 0.82400;
NEW_F(1)= 0.84850 NEW-_F(2)= 0.8559:5 NEW_F(3)= 0.83/-'5;
NEW-F(1)= 0.8`300 NEW-F(2)•= 0.84990 NEW_F(3)^ 0.85050;
NEW_F(1)= 0.85750 NEW_F(2)= O.8438r5 NEW-F(3):= 0.1;6375;
NEW_F (1.) = 0.86200 NEW_F (2) = 0.8:3780 NEW_F (3) = 0.87700;
NEW_F(1)= 0.86095 NEW_F(2)= 0.83225 NEW_F(3)= 0.8/:375;
NEW_F(1)= 0.85990 NEW--(2)=' 0.82670 NEW.-F(3)= 0.8/050;
NEW-F'(1.)= 0.85885 NEW--(2)= 0.82115 NEW_F(3)= 0.86725:
NEW_F(1)= 0.85789 NEW_F(2)=- 0.81560 NEW__F(3)= 0.86400;
NEW_F ( 1 )= 0.8:)945 NLW_i ('')= 0.81670 NEW_F (3)= 0.86025;
NEW-F(1) :_ 0.86110 NEW_F(2)= 0.81780 NEW._F(3)= 0.85650;
NEW-F(1)= : 0.86275 NEW_F(2)= 0.81890 NEW-F(3)=z 0.85275;
NEW_F (I) = 0.86440 NEW--F (2) = 0. »:'000 NEW.-F'(3)= 0.84900;
NEW_F(1)= 0.86275 NEW_F(2)= 0.82100 NEW-F(3):= 0.84:?2.5;
NEW_F(1)= 0.36110 NEW_F(2)= 0.82200 NEW_F(3)= 0.84550;
NEW_F(1)= 0.85945 NEW--F(2)= 0.82300 NEW_F(3)= 0.843/5;
NEW.-F(1)= 0.85780 NEW_F(2)= 0.82400 NEW_F(3)= 0.84200;
NEW--(1)= 0.84885 NEW_F(2)= 0.83725 NEW-F-(3)= 0.83425;
NEW_F(1)= 0.83990 NEW_F(2)= 0.85050 NEW._F(3)= 0.82650;
NEW_F(1)= 0.83095 NEW_F(2)= 0.86375 '4EW_F(3)= 0.81875;
NEW-.(1)= 0.82''200 NEW-F(2))= 0.87700 NEW-F"(3)= 0.81100;
NEW_F (1) = 0.82875 NEW_-F (2) = 0.87375 NEW._F (3) = 0.80825;
NEW-F'(1)= 0.83550 NEW_F(2)= 0.87050 NEW-F(3)- 0.80550;
NEW_F(1)= 0.84:25 NEW_F(2)= 0.86725 NEW_F(3)= 0.80276;
NEW_F(1)= 0.84900 NEW_F(2)= 0.86400 NEW._F(3)= 0.80000;
NE W_F (1.) = 0.86000' NEW_F (2) = 0.8602"5 NEW._F (3) = 0.80000;
NEW-F= ( 1. ) = 0.87100 NEW_F (2) = 0.85650 NEW.-F(3)= 0.80000 i
NLW_F' (1) = 0.88200 NEW-F'(2)= 0. H`.;275 NEW-_F (3) 0.80000;
NEW_F (1) = 0.89300 NEW._F (2) _ 0 .84900 NEW .._F (3) = 0. 80000;
NEW-_F (l) = 0.89050 NEW_F (2) = 0.84/25 NL- W-_F_ (:3) = 0 .80(3'x0
NEW-F'(1)=: 0.88800 NEW_.F(2)= 0.64550 NFW_F(3)= 0.81/00;
NEW-F(l)" 0.88550 NEW_F (2) = 0 . E14375 NEW_F (3) = 0.8,210-110; 
NEW_F (1) •= 0.88;300 NEW--F' (2) = 0.84-200 NEW..-F (3) = 0.83400i
NEW_F (i )= 0.88,-100 NEW_F (2) = 0.8342: NEW-F'(3)= 0.83650;
NE:W_F(1)= 0.88300 NEW_-F(2)= 0.82650 NEW-F(3)" 0.83900,
N,::W_F(I)= 0.88300 NEW.-F(2) = 0.81.87^j NEW..-F(3)= 0.U41.tj0;
NEW.-F (1) = 0.88300 NE W._F (2) = 0.81 100 NF-W._ F (3) = 0.84400;
NEW_F (.l) = 0.87775 NE:.W.--F(2)= 0.80825 NEW._F(3)= 0.848'',5;
NLW_F(1)- 0.872150 NEW_F(2)= 0.80550 NEW_.F(3)= 0.0."310;
NE W_F (1) = 0. H67 "5 NE::W__F (2 );-r 0.21302175 NEW_F (,3) = 0.8`1/6::);
NLW_F ( 1 ) = 0. 86:'00 NEW-F(2) = 0.80000 NEW .._F(3)" 0 . 86: ,20
NF:W.-_F ( 1 ) = 0.85595 NE=W__V (2 ) = 0.80000 NEW_F(3)=: 0486110;
NLW_F (1) _ 0.84990 NEW_F (2) = 0.80000 NEW_.F(3)- 001360)0;
NFW_F ( 1 )= 0.84385 NF-W_F (2)'- O.I1000U NEW_F (3)=- 0.ElbllS0;
NLW...F . ( 1)-- 0.83/80 NEW-F'(2)= 0.80,000 NEW._F (3)- 0.8:;780;
NEW.-F-  ( 1) = 0. 83'21'2, 5 NF.-W.-.F (2) = 0. Z30850 NEW.-.F (3) = 0. 3:194:;;
NEW_F (1)- 0.82670 NFW_F (2)= 0.:31700 NEW--F (3)=- O.E1f111.0;
NLW_F ( I
	 - O. 8211 NLW._F (2)= 0.82.5=() NEW-F: (3)= 0.862/,	 i
Ni' W..F ( 1 )= 0.81:060 NEW_F(2)= 0.83400 NEW._.F(3)= 0.8,5440:
14t	 J_F	 1 0.81670 NEW.-F'(2)= 0.83650 NEW..-F(3)= 0.8621175:
N 	 1. 1 	 '	 '	 ; O.H1780 NEW	 I	 (21 )=- 0083YOO NE.W..F(3)= 0*86110;
Of-'d	 i	 I (),I;IRIP) NFW_1 (2) = 0.21;41:)() NFW.F'(3)-: 0,0:194;i;
NEW_ i	 t r •).8200(` NF•.W	 F ('?)- O.ts4400 NI:-.W _F (b) 0.b:j/801
NE.W_ F { 1 , = 0.82100 NF.W._F	 > 0. H48to', NF_W _F (3 )= '). F1;., /86;
Ok.W.. F	 (1) - (%. 822, 00 NF:.W_F (2) : - 0. f;..31 0 NF W_F (.') U. t;:, 1 ;10 4
NEW J. ( 1 ) - 0.82'300 NE'W	 ':"(2)- U . N.; 16 1j, NI. 4
	
1	 (3) •- 0. it') /"-I(,
Nt.W_F:(1);" 0.8.'400 NI._W_.F(2)= 0.86:)120 NEW	 F(3)= ti.E'•.,•^.-j
NEW._F ( 1 )= 0.8372 5 NE:W_F(2) O.S6110 NEW-F!3)- 0.84Fj'aS
Nl-W....F(1)" 0.85050 NEW_F(2)= 0.8600() NEW--F (3)" 0.83Y-O(;;
fliq , W_.F	 ( 1 ) - 0.863%` NI,W_F (2 )= 0185890 NFW_F (6) = 0	 ?-s.30y5
NI.W_F (1) = 0.8;1 00 NEW-.-F- ( 2) - 0.8 57£30 NEW-..F (3 )= O. H.':'U() :	 2-54NEW - F(l)- 0.8/375 NEW_F 0.:1:,94:., NE.W_F(3)=
NEW-F	 i ) vj 06 NL.W-F C, 1 18C-".'	 l i NE. W	 j7
iq LW -F( I ) 0. H6400 NEW-F (2) 0. 86440 NEW.-F (3) U. 84S(,•.;;
14 VW - F	 t ) :L;. 0.8602b NEW _F (2)= 0. 86'275 Nt.W_F(.ii 0. 86 1"t oo 0
NLW-F'( 1 0. dti6^o NE. W - F ( 21 ) - 0.86110 NE W J ( 6 0.8 7100;
NE.W_F ( 1 0. 8t#275 NLW-F. (2) :- 0.8`19 4 5 NEW-F (:3)- (I . 8 8	 , '. (0; 	 I
NEW-F ( 1) _ 0. 84YOO N E W... F (2 ) :L 0.85Z80 NEW-F (3) :--: 0.8.11300;
NEW-F( 1 0. 84725 NEW-F'(2) - 0. 8`, i 80 NLW-.F- (3) - 0. hY,,'jo;
NLW-F ( 1 0.84550 NEW-F (2) = 0l85/80 NLWJ (3) :. F3.:: + 0,
NEW-F ( 1) = 0.64375 Nr- W-f'(2) 0.85780 NLW.._F (.3)= o.
NEW-F(1)=- 0.84200 NEW.-•(2):-- 0.85780 NEW-F(3)= 0.883000
NEW..F(I)- 0.834-': '.'; NE.W-F(2)--r 0.84885 NLW-F(3).l 0.88300;
NFW-F(l)= 0o8265V NEW..I- (2) zz 0,83M) NEW_F(3)-. SUS00;
NIW	 F(I) 0.8 1 8 1`1 NEW _+ (2) = 0. £, 30 y `, NI'W.-F (3) . !) . rld iu(j;
NLW.J ( J) () .HlloO Nt W	 1'(2) o. F1. 1 . 1 00 NF.W	 .	 ( -i)- o. f!o.loG;
NEW-F(l) 0.80825 NE W _ F ( 21 ) = 0182875 N L W._. F (3) - (). H
tq L-. W-.f	 ( I ) - U. 8()"):j0 NEW-F ( 21 ) 0 . 83'j- 5 0 NF W_..F (3) = 811'1 50 ►
NEW_F( 4, )= o-80275 NL W.- P (2) 0.8 4 :•'_25   NE'.'W -.F (3) = 0.86/2151
Nk*W-F (I)= C). tiok)oo NEW,_F(2)= 0,84?00 NEW-F(3)= 0 , tq A 2 3 0 i
NEW- F( 1 0.80000 NEW_F(2)=- 0.S6000 t.4 EW_f: (3) - 0.855Y5i
NI.W-F	 1 0.14() ( )00 NLW.-f (2)- 0.8,106 NEW- t (3) 0. 8 4V li')
NI W_	 1 I 1. 80000 NEW.-F ( 21 ) = 0, 148200- NLW-F(3)- ci.lizi "T
IN L W. f C. 00000 Nt w F12) 0, NEW-1 (3) -
0. "408-60 A w I Q o	 u "k)JO NEW-F (3),
NEW-F 0.8.1	 00 NEW-• Q) ­ 0. 88800 NLW_F (.0-
NEW-F 0. $4: 1^ 140 N F_- w __ t.	 f "I ) L U. i I	 V` NEW	 F (3) -
NE W-F ( 1) _ 0. 8:3400 NFW_F(2)= 0. 118-io() NFL_+ (3)
NE IJ.. F (	 0,1 r	 F	 tj
	 I 0.1 OF W J (3) :- O. I



























LOAD SHURTY ( XEC) )	 nn	 s71?ty? '(.,^	 aGII Al 'J"EXECUTION BEGINS...
































































































PULSE (1) = 282.0
OUTPUT'(1)^ 189.3
ER-.F'U1 SE ( 1) - 0.0
NEW_COUNTA(i)= 189
NEw'-.COLINT (1) _ 189
FIFO(irl)= 189




OUI PUT (2)=	 181.2














NEW.-F ( 1 ) _=




































PRE -ER (1)= 0.00000
kFM(I) :: 0.187
PULSE. ( 1) = 98.0
OUTPUT ( 1 )= 98.0
ER_PULSE<1)= 0.0
NEW-000N TA (1) =	 90
NEW_COUNT(1)= 98
FIF'O(1 r 1 )•= 189
F1FU(1 r2 )= 98
PRE..... ER (2) - 0.01070
NF.. M(2) = 0. 14130
PUI-.SE(2)= 88.0
OUTPUT (2)= 8800










PULSE: (.3) 9y. 0;

















-r n	 V-1 11 rr r i"l-
0.00350 F'RE_ER(3)=
0.0023RLM(3)=










OUTPUT(1)=	 3.0 OUTPUT(')=	 1.0 OUTPUT(3)	 3.0 ►
ER_ PULSE ( t ) == 0.0 ER_FULSE (2) _: 1.5 ER_.F'UI..SE (3) _ 0.40
NEW_COUNTA(1)=
	 3 NEW._000NTA(2)= 0 NEW._COLINTA(3)=	 3;
NEW._000NT (1 )= 3 NEW_COLINT (2) = 0 NEW._COLJNT (3) = :3;
FIFO(191)- 98 FIFO(2r1)= 83 FIFO(3x1)= 99;
FIFO(1x2)= 3 FIFO('r2)= 0 FIF0(3r;2)- 3;
NEW_F(1)= 0.8:875 NEW_F(')= 0.87375 NEW.-F(3)= 0.80825;
FIFOA(1r1)== 98 FIFOA(2r1)- 83 FIFOA(3r1)- 99;
FIFOA(lx2) = 3 FIF0A(2r2)= 0 FIFOA(3x'2):= ;3•
EMCD(1) =- 58.9955 EMCD(2)== 58.9971 EMCD(3)= 58.9y4/;
ERROR(1) = 0.00080 ERROR(')= 0.00240 ERROR(3)= 0.00000;
END__FOS (1) = 59.0003 END_FOS(') = 58.9971 END.._F'OS (3) = 58.9' 94"
;
PRE_ER(1)= 0.00320 f'RE"_ER(2)= 0.00000 PRE_ER(3)-- 0.00230:
REM(1)= 000000 RE:M(2)= 0.0029 RE.M(3)= 0.0006;
F'UL_SE(1)= 0.0 PIJI_SE(2)= 100 F'ULSE(3)= 040;
OUTPUT(I ) - 0.0 ULJl PUT (2)= 1.0 OUI PUT (3) == 0.0;
ER J , 01 SE(1 >= 1.3 ER_F'ULSE(')= 0.0 ER_PULSE(3)= 0.9;
NEW_COUN fA (1) =	 0 NEW_COLIN TA (21 ) -	 1 NEW__COUNTA (3) =	 0;
NEW_COUN"T ( 1 )= 0 NEW __COIINT(2)- 1 NEW_.COIJN1 (3)= 0;
FTFO(Itl)= 3 FIF'O('rl)= 0 FIFO(?	 .)= 3;
FIFU(lp2D = 0 FIFO(292)= 1 FIF'O(3x2)= 0;
NEW_F(1)- 0.83550 NEW_F(2)= 0.87050 NEW_F(3)= 0.80550;
FIFOA(1r1) = 3 FIFOA(2r1)= 0 FIFOA(3.1)= 3;
FTFOA(lx2)= 0 FIFOA('x')= 1 F'IFOA(3r2)= U;
E.M('I1(	 I	 ) ;9.0003 EMCD(2)= 5E30yy/I EMCU(3)== 58.5'9y3;
E kkOR l 1 l 0.00;310 ERROR (2) -= 0.00000 ERROR (S) = 0.OU.':10;
F NII .F'OS ( 1 ) _ 1 .0003 END_ PUS(') 58. 9981 L N1!._F'Oti (:3) 511. yyy.i
PRE - ER ( 1) = 0.00 1 e,0 PRE__ E R (2) = 0.00000 F'RE._ER (3) =- 0.00060;
REM(1)= 0.0000 REM(2)= 0.0013 REM(3)= 0.000/;
PULSE(1)- 0.0 PULSE (2) 0.0 PULSE(3)7= 0.O;
UL) IPUT( 1 )= 0.0 OUTPUT(')= 0.0 OUTPLIT (3)'= 0.0;
F.R... PUI SE ( 1) •= 0.6 ER_PUI._SE (2) = 0.0 E.R_F'ULSE (3) = 0.2;
NEW_COLJNIA(1)= 0 NEW_..COI.JNTA(')= 0 NE:W_000N7A(3)= 0;
NE. W__C0LJN 1 (.l) = 0 NEW_COLINT (2) = 0 NEW_COI.IN T (3) = 0;
F1FD(l+l)= 0 F.IF0(201)= 1 FIFO(3+1)= 0;
F IFO(1 P2)== 0 FTF (I(2+2)= 0 F1FO(JP2)`= 0;
NEW_F'(I) 0.t;4'25 NE.W_F(')= 0.8612', NEW_F(3)= 0.80:'75;
FIHIA(1xi)'= 0 F-IFOA(2pl)= 1 FIFOA(3rl).z 0;
FIFUA(I p 2) = 0 FIF-0A(	 r2)= 0 FIFOA(392)= 0;
LMCD(1)= 59.0003 EMC:D(2)= 58.yy87 E=MC:D(3)= .)8.9993;
ERROR(I) O.u0160 ERROR(:)- 0.00000 EKROR(3) 0.00060;
END-HIS ( 1) 59.0003 F ND _PUS (2) = 58. 9907 E NL I ._.F'OS (3) - 58. y9y3'.
F'kL_ER(1)= 0.00160 IkE.E.R(2)= 0.00000 PRE_E:R(3) = 0.00060;
REM( 1)-- 0.0000 kEM(2)'= 0.0013 REM(3)= 0.0007;
PULSE(1)- 0.0 PULSE(2)= 0.0 PUL_SE(3)= 0.0;
OUTPUI k.1 0.0 OUTF'UT(2)- 0.0 OL1TF'I.JI (3) _ 0.0;
F R. PLJL.SL
 ( 1) 0. 6 FR__PLJL..SE (2) = 0.0 ER_t'ULSE. (3) - 0.';
NE W_.COUNTA M =	 0 NEW_CUIIN TA (2) =	 0 NEW_COUNTA (3) -	 0 ►
NI:W._CO(JNT(1>= 0 NEW_COI.INT(2)=	 0 NEW_COUNf(3)= 0;
FIFO( 1x1)- U E 110('2+1>- 0 F-IFO(3r1)= 0;
FIFU(Ir2)- 0 FIFO(2x2)= 0 FTF-0(3x2)= 0;
NI W. F(t) 0 . f14S'00 NEW
	 1	 (2) .: 0.1:16400 NE. W.. E (3) - 0.80000i
I	 IFUA(191)= c ► I	 TI UA(2x1) 0 F IFUA(3r1)= 0;
FIFOA(lr'2 ► = 0 FIFOA('r')-; 0 FIFOA(3r'2)= 0;j	 IMI:D(1): 59.0003 EMCD(2)= 58.9987 EMC11(3)= 58.y9y3i	 2-57tkkllk(I) 0.00160 1RROR('2)- 0.00000 FkkUk(3)= 0.00060;
t N 1 ,
	 1 , 05(l)= 59.0003 L ND _POS (2) - 51.1- Y9H I LN11. PPS (3) 58. y993"
PRE-ER (1 0^00160 PRE-ER(2)= O.00000 PRE-ER(3 0.00060;
REM(1)=	 0.0557 REM(2)=	 0.0573 REM(3)=	 000567;
PULSE (1 33^0 PULSE(2)= 34.0 PULSE (3)= 36.0;
OUTPUY(1 18^3 0UTPUT(2)= 18,8 OUTPUT (3) :- 1 9.9;
'	 Eh	 PU|SE(1)=- 0^7 ER - PULSE(2^= 0.0 ER- PULSE(3)= 0 ^ ;2
u_~	 NEW-CUUNTA(1>=	 1H NEW-COUN;A(2)= 19 NEW-COUNTA(3)=	 20^
N1W-COCNY(I"= 18 NEW.-COUNT 2)= 19 NE'W_COUNTi 3 20^
FIFO(1.1)= 0 FIFO(2,1)= 0 FIFO(3,1)= O;
FIFO(1Y2)=: 18 fIFO(2"2)= 19 FIFO(3"2>= 20;
NEW-F( 1)= 0,86000 NEW-F(2)= 0,86025 NEW-F(3)= 0. 80000;
FIFOA(1 " t)= 0 FIFOA(2,1>= 0 FIFOA(3"1)= O;
F1FOA(1.2)= 18 FIF0A(2,2)= 19 FIFOA(3,2)= 20;
EMCD(1)= 59.000.3 EMCD(2)= 58,9987 EMCD(3)= 5B,9993;
ERROR(1)= 0.00160 ERROR(2)= 0^00000 ERROR(3)= 0,00060;
END-POS(1 59.0303 END-POS(2)= 59,0304 END-POS(3)= 59.O303~
;
PRE-ER (1)= 0.00000 PRE-ER(2)= 0.00010 PRE-ER(3 O.00OOO;
REM(1)=- u^025/ RE. M(2)= 0.0256 REM(3)LL 0^O257;
PULSE( 1>= 15^0 PULSE(2)= 15^0 PULSE (3)= 16.0;
UU?PU?(1 7,5 OUTPUT (2)= 7^5 OUY PUT (3)= H^0;
ER ' 'UL SE( 1>= O.O ER-PULSE(2)= 0^0 ER-PULSE(3)= 0^O;
NEW-COnNlA(1 8 NEW-COV-NTA(2)= 8 NEW-COUNlA(3)= 8;
NEW-COCNT(1 8 NEW-COUNT(2)= O NEW-COUNT(3)= H;
FIFO(1,1)= 18 FIFO(2,1)= 19 FIFD(3'1)= 20:
FIF0(1 " 2)= 8 FIFO(2,2)= 8 FIFO(3.2)= 8;
NEW F(1)= 0.87100 NEW-F(2)= 0,85650 NEW_F(3)= 0,80000;
FIFOA(1,1 18 FIFOA(2.1)= 19 FIFOA(3,1 20;
F|/'OA	 1 8 FIFOA(2"2 H FIFOA(3"2)= 8;
EMC0(1)= 59,0301" EMCD(2)= 59,O302 EMCD(3)= 59.0303;
i	 ENKOR(1)= 0. 00050 ERRUR(2)= 0. 00000 ERROR (3)= 0. 000:1
END _POS(1 59^0442 END-POS(2)= 59.0434 END -POS(3)~ 59.0427~
^
PRE -ER(1 ^.00150 PRE-ER (2)= 0^00870 PRE-ER (3 0. 00000;
KEM(t)= O.O118 REM(")= 0.0126 REM(3)= 0.0133;
PULSE (& 6.0 PULSE(2)= 7.0 PULSE (3)~ 8.0;
UUT p U[(1)= 3.0 OUTPUT(2)= 3^5 OUTPUT(3)= 4.0;
FR_PULSE(1)= O^6 ER-PULSE(2)= 0,3 ER-PULSE(3)= O^O^
NEW-COUNlA(1)= 2 NEW-COUNTA(2)= 3 NEW-COUNTA(3)= 4;
NEW_COUNT<1}= 2 NEW-COUNT (2) 3 NEW-COUNT(3)= 4;
FIF0(1,1)= 8 FIFO(2,1>= G FIFO(3,1)= 8^
FIFJ(1"2)= 2 FIFO( 2"2)= 3 FIFO(3,2)= 4;
NEW-F(1)= 0,88200 NEW-F(2)= 0.85275 NEW F(3)= 0. 80000;
FlF0A(1,1)= 8 FIFOA(2"1)= B FIFOA(3"1 8;
F[FOA(1,2)= 2 FlF CIA (2,2)= 3 FIFOA(3"2)= 4;
FM(,D(I)= 59.0443 E MCI D(2)= 59.0434 EMCD(3)= 59.0427;
ERRUR( I) 0.00160 LRROR(3)= 0^00010 ERROR(3)~ 0. 00000;
LN11 ' P05(I)= ^9^04// LWb_PCS(2 59^0483 END POS(3)= 59.04H9'
^
PHEAR/1)= 0.00000 PRE-ER(2)= 0^00860 PRE-ER(3)= 0.00120;
REM(1)= 0.0083 REM%2)= 0.0077 REM(3)= 0^0071;
PULSE(1)= 4,0 y ULSE(2)= 4^0 PULSE (3)= 4^0;
UUTPU/(1 2.O tit TPUT(2)= 2.0 OUIPUT(3)= 2.O;
EN-PULSF(1)= 0,0 ER-PULSE (21 ) 0.2 ER-PULS[(3)= O^4;
NEW-CO|iMIA(1)= 2 NEW-COUNTA(2)= 2 NEW_COUMyA(3)= 2;
wEW-CN)N|(1 NEW-COUNr(2)= 2 NEW-COUNr(3) 2;|iFO(1,i 2 1	 LlO(2 " |)~ 3 FlFO(3.1)~ 4;
FlFO(l"2)= 2 FIFO(2v2)= 2 FIFO(3"2)= 2;
NEW-F(1)= 0^89300 NEW-F(2)= 0.84900 NEW_F(3)= 0.80000;
FIFOA(1"1 2 FIFOA(2"1>= 3 FlFOA(3,1)= 4;
rrrnwr/ ' ',, '' r,row,~'n` ` r`rn^/7'°.-
Z'56
I. .-	 '^+jjjjjjjj,jjjmjjjjjj►-
EMCD(1)= 59.0417 EMCIa(2)= 59.0483 EMCD(3)= 59.0489:
ERROR (1) = 0.00000 ERROR () = 0.00060 ERROR (3) = 0.001::.'0;
END_POS(l)-- 59.0511 END_POS(2)= 59.0515 ENIi_POS(3)- 59.0520"
1
PRE-ER(1)= 0.00000 PRE -EN (2) c 0.00040 PRE.._ER(3) 0.000','U:
REM(1) = 0.0049 REM(2)=- 0.0045 REM(3)- 0.0040;
FIJLSE(1)= 2.0 PULSE(2)=: 160 PULSE (:3) r Ui
OUTPUT (1)= 12.0 OUTPUT (2) 2.0 OUTPUT(3) = 2.0i
E.R_PUl_SE (1) =: 0.0 ER_PULSE (2) = 0.1 ER_PULSE (3) = 0.3;
NEW_COUNIA(1)= 2 NEW._000NTA(2)= 2 NEW_COUNTA(3)= 2;
NEW_COUNT(1) = :'. NEW__COUNT(2)= NEW._000NT(3)= 2i
F.IFO(1r1)= 2 FIFO(2r1)= 2 F'IFO(3 ► 1)= Z.i
FIFO(1r2)= :' FIFO(2r2)= 2 FIFO(3r2)= 2;
NEW -.F ( 1) = 0.89050 NEW_F (2) = 0.84725 NEW _F (3) = 0.608t)o;
FIFOA(lr1) = 2 FIFOA	 r1)= L' FIFOA(3r1)=
FIFOA(1r2)- 2 FIF0A(2r2)= 2 FIFOA(3r:)= 2
EMCD(1)= 59.051.1 EMCD(2)= 59.0515 EMCD(3)=• 59.0520:
ERROk(1) = 0.00000 ERROR(2)= 0.00040 ERROR(3)= 0.00090:
END_POS(1)- 59.0545 END_POS(2) = 59.0547 ENI,_F'OS(3)- 59.0551"
;
F'RE_ER(1)= 0.00000 PRE_ER(2)= 0.00020 PRE_ER(3)- 0.00060;
F;EM(1 )= 0.0:)111, REM(2) = 0000i3 REM(3)= 0.0009:
!'UI SE(1)== 0.0 ('UI.SE(2)= 0.0 F'LJLSE(3):- O.U:
OUI PUT (I) = 0.0 OUI PUT (2)= 0.0 OUTF'UT(3)= O.U:
ER_PULSE(1) == 0.0 ER-PULSE (2)= 0.0 ER_F'ULSE(3)- 0.,'i
NEW_CLIUN I A (1) =	 0 NEW_..C:OUNTA (2) =	 0 NEW._.C:OUNTA (3) =	 0;
NLW_COIINI(.l)= 0 NEW_COl1NT(2)= 0 NEW_COI.INT(3)= 0;
FIFO(1r1)= FIFO(2r1)- 2 FIFU(3r1)= 2;
FIFO(IP2)= 0 FIF0(2 r2) -- 0 F1FO(3r _')=• 0;
NEW._F(1)= 0.88800 NEW_F(2)= 0.84550 NEW_F(3)= 0.81700;
= IFOA(.Ir1) 2 F'IFOA(271)= 2 FIF-f)A(3r1)- 2;
FIFOA(1r2)= 0 FIF.()A(2"p2)= 0 FIFOA(3r2)- 0i
FM('Ii(
	 I	 ). 59.0.`•t45 EMCD(2)= 59.OS47 EMCD(;3) - 59.U .`,`,1
lRROR(1)= 0.00000 ERROR(-")"- 0.000,20 Ekk01(3)= 0.00060;
END_POS(1)= 59.0545 END_F'OS(2)= 59.0547 E-ND_POS(3)= 59.0551"
PRE _.ER (1) = 0.00000 PRE• _ER (2) = 0.000-20 PRE".-.ER (3) = 0.00060;
REM(1)= 0.0015 REM(2)= 0.0013 REM(3)= 0.0009;
F'ULSE(1) = 0.0 PLILSE(2)= 0.0 F'ULSE(3)= 0.0;
OIJIF'UT( 1 )= 0.0 OUTF-111 (2)= 0.0 OUI PUT (3)= 0.0:
LR_F'ULNk(1) 0.0 ER_F'ULSE(2)- 040 Ek_F'ULSE (3)= 0.';
NFW_COUNIA(1)= 0 NEW._COUNTA(2)= 0 NEW._.000NTA(3)= 0;
NE W_COUN 1 ( 1) = 0 NEW_.COLIN T (2) =	 0 NEW_,"OLIN I (3) =	 0:
FIFO(1rl)- 0 FIF70(2r1)= 0 FIFO(3r1)= 0:
FIFO(192)= U F11 C)(2r2 )= 0 FIFO(.3r2)= Oi
M,1X_ENR0k-	 0.04180;
LNIi...EKk(JR =	 0.000` 0;
''I E(01000)	 !!^
N;
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